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PRESS RELEASE 

Brussels, 4 May 2007 Ref : CRPMCOM070028 

BARROT SAYS YES TO A COORDINATOR FOR THE MOTORWAYS OF 
THE SEA 

 
During the European Conference on “The future EU Maritime Policy: a European Vision for the Oceans and Seas” in 
Bremen, Germany, on 3 May 2007, the European Commissioner for Transports Jacques Barrot, announced 
that a European Coordinator for Motorways of the Sea will be appointed in the next few weeks. 
 
This decision was welcomed by the Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions (CPMR).  The President of 
the CPMR, Claudio Martini, pointed out “that after the appointment of six coordinators for rail transport, finally 
there will also be one for the Motorways of the Sea.” According to the President of Tuscany and of the CPMR, 
“The Coordinator is a leader, an important catalyst for the entire European maritime policy”. 
 
Paolo Costa, President of European Parliament’s Transport Committee also underlined the importance of 
this coordinator. “Our meeting with Mr Costa,” said Claudio Martini, “to reintroduce the debate on maritime 
transport was held in October 2006; I thank Commissioner Barrot for the support he has given to maritime transport.” 
Claudio Martini also maintained that after the appointment of this coordinator the CPMR will commit to 
promoting the regional level and the maritime sea basin as the correct tiers of government for the European 
Maritime Policy, and ensuring that each sector-based policy mentioned in the Green Paper can take the 
maritime priority on board. 
 
The CPMR was represented in Bremen by Patrick Anvroin, Director responsible for the sea, who announced 
that a seminar of worldwide importance on “Maritime Policies and Globalisation” will be held on the 9 and 10 
July 2007 in the Azores, organised with the support and presence of Commissioner Joe Borg and the 
Portuguese Presidency of the European Union.  This event will help to broaden the vision of the European 
Maritime Policy Makers, based on experiences led in other continents, in particular Australia, China and the 
United States.  In the context of dialogue with global bodies in charge of maritime governance (IMO, FAO, 
etc.), the CPMR is also trying to identify windows of opportunity for a greater involvement of Regions 
within the global governance of Oceans. 
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